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Form:3
Theme: Don’t touch them!
Aims:
a) Educational:
To learn the use of the pronouns “these” and “those” .
b)Developing:
to enable pupils to listen,read and talk about big animals;
to enable pupils to use the pronouns “these” and “those” .
c)Socio-cultural:
to raise awareness of various big animals.
Type of the lesson:
Forming new knowledge
Method of the lesson: Individual, pair, group work, answer the
questions
Equipments: Pictures of some actions, pictures of animals, DVD,
textbook, multimedia
Procedure:
I.Organizationpart of the lesson.
Greeting:
Teacher:Good morning, pupils!
How are you?
I am glad to see you again.
Teacher:Thank you very much.
If you are ready, let’s begin our lesson.
What season is it now?,What day/date is today?Who is absent today?
Pupil’s own answers
II. Warm- up.
Teacher ask sing the song “The elephant ”together with the DVD.
The elephant goes
Like this,like that
He’s terribly big,
And he’s terribly fat.
He has no fingers,
He has no toes,
But goodness gracious,
What a nose!

III.Checkinghometask.
Activity 1 Play “Look and find your favourite”.
To chek the homework
Pupils work in pairs.Take your puzzles that you made at home.But don’t
show it to each other,read it and try to guess the animals.Teacher
checks hometask by pupil’s sentences.
Activity 2a Look and read.
torevise vocabulary;
torevise degrees of comparison.
Pupils look at the pictures of animals and you should put them in order
from big tosmall.They are: a lion, a mouse, a hippo, a monkey, a hyena,
a giraffe, a parrot,a zebra……
IV. Explaining new theme.
Activity 2b Look,listen and complete.
To revise the vocabulary learn in class 1
OK,children here’s Zone A,B,C,D.There are animals ,too.Listen to the
text and complete the table.
Answer key:
Zone A
Lions
Leopards
Zone B
Hippos
Crocodiles
Zone C
Elephants
Giraffes
Zone D
Tigers
Monkeys

Activity 2c Look and read
To revise the vocabulary learn in class 2
To introduce new words.
STEP 1: teacher puts pictures or models of animals on the board and on
the table.e.g.2 lions, 3tigers.Then go to farther place in the room and
puts there model animals or cards on shelf or wall.e.g.2 hippos, 2
elephants.Then goes to the board and says “These are lions. These are
tigers”.Then point to the farther place and say: “Those are
hippos.Thoseare elephants”
STEP 2: Look at the wordbox with new words and guess the meaning
of the words.
The word “touch”was used in the instructions “Run and touch”.
The word “friendly”-ask what the word “friend” is and help them
Guess what “friendly”means. Spider monkey-the pupils know the words
“spider” and “monkey”.
STEP 3:Look at the picture.The zookeeper and the children are near
the cage with monkeys:
Kid 1: Look , monkeys… they play hide and seek!
Kid 2: Stop! Don’t touch them ! They are dangerous!
Zookeeper:Oh,no…they are not dangerous.These are spider monkeysthey’re friendly and funny.

Activity 3 Look and do.
to do physical exercise and energise the pupils;
I can walk like a bear
I can hop like a hare
I can run like a tiger
I can climb like a monkey
Activity 4 Look and write.
To practise the vocabulary learnt in 2c
Teacher asks look at the pictures with animals and
birds:hummingbirds,elephants,hippos,mandrills and complete the
sentences.
Answer keys:
These are monkeys. They are funny and friendly.
These are hippos.They are big and dangerous.They can swim,walk and
run.Those are humming birds .They are the smallest birds.
5.Evaluation and conclusion.
Activity 5 Look and write four sentences.
To practice “these” and “those”
These are chairs. Those are windows.
Teacher evaluates pupils for active participating during the
lesson.
6.Givinghometask.
1 look and complete the sentences
e.g.1These are grasshoppers. They are insects.

